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Systemically important banks and
how to deal with them
The financial crisis has shown just how important a stable global financial system is. The failure of
Lehman Brothers in September 2008 made clear that the financial distress of a single market participant
can cause even global turmoil. This is why the state is forced to weigh up whether letting an institution
fail or rescuing it is preferable in macroeconomic terms. As a result, systemically important financial
market participants enjoy an implicit state guarantee that they will be bailed out – generally with the
taxpayer’s money – if they become distressed. During the crisis, both banks and insurance companies
were consequently supported through huge capital injections and guarantees.
Systemic importance poses two main problems: firstly, the implicit state guarantee creates incentives
for excessive risk-taking (moral hazard problem) and, secondly, the imminent failure of systemically
important market participants can put whole economies in serious financial trouble – take Ireland, for
example.
Financial Stability Board proposals
The international community therefore rightly wants to mitigate the consequences of the collapse
of a systemically important market participant and at the same time price the economic advantages
of systemic importance. The G20 has mandated the Financial Stability Board (FSB) to draft tougher
supervisory measures for systemically important financial institutions (SIFIs).) zu entwickeln. The FSB’s
policy framework recommendations include, inter alia, the creation of an effective resolution regime,
higher loss absorbance capacity beyond the minimum agreed Basel III standards and more intensive
supervisory oversight for SIFIs. In addition, further prudential measures such as liquidity surcharges
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Key points of the FSB policy framework
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“Size” is not the sole deciding factor
Share of total assets in German market as a whole in 2009
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